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“We cannot allow ourselves to be – what did the Bible say? – the 
country of Babel or whatever they call it, where everyone speaks 
his own version of Tok Pisin.”

(BM, novelist, interview 2014)

“We continue to bastardise both English and Tok Pisin in our 
search for more words to fit into our modern Tok Pisin.”

(MD, poet, blog comment 2013)



“Every text incorporates, reformulates, reinterprets or re-reads 
previous texts, every act of communication is grounded in 
semantic and pragmatic histories which are not simple and 

linear, but complex, multilayered and fragmented.”

(Blommaert 1999)



Overview

• Tok Pisin: the lingua franca of PNG

• Terminology and theoretical approach

• Data

• Metalinguistic debates on Tok Pisin: examples

• Discussion





Tok Pisin and Papua New Guinea

• About 800 local languages/ 7 million inhabitants

• Approximately 10 percent speak English

• Around 50 percent speak Tok Pisin (English-based pidgin)

• Tok Pisin is increasingly spoken as a first language in 
urban areas (creolised)

• It is regarded as an expression of national identity

• Tok Pisin, English and Hiri Motu are sometimes 
considered official languages (Historical Dictionary of 
Papua New Guinea, Wikipedia, CIA)



The role of Tok Pisin?

• Awkward position between local language and 
language of colonisers

• Pushed in the 1970s (by linguists)

• Often described as successful pidgin (by linguists)

• But: stagnation since 1970s

• Today: almost no place in literature or education 
system



The status of Tok Pisin...?



The status of Tok Pisin is related to the variety’s 
perceived authenticity.

Authenticity and status are constructed in language 
ideological debates, which are constantly re-shaped by 

social, cultural and political context.

One constant theme that links metalinguistic debates 
to their context is the notion of simplicity.



Terminology

“Discourse” is used in a “generic sense to denote a type of 
discourse, a collection of discourses, or a class of discourse 
genres, for instance, when we speak of ‘medical discourse,’ 
‘political discourse’ or (…) of ‘racist discourse.’”

(van Dijk 2002)

 Discourse as “social practice” in a broader sense, but not 
as a specific social or in fact discursive event

 Discourse as “abstract form of knowledge”
(Fairclough 2003, Wodak and Meyer 2008)



Theoretical approach

Authenticity



Woolard (2008)

“Within the logic of authenticity, a speech 
variety must be perceived as deeply rooted in 

social and geographic territory in order to have 
value.”



Coupland (2001)

Level of authentication Feature

Authentic language 1 Attested and attestable language

Authentic language 2 Naturally occurring language

Authentic language 3 Language encoding fact and truth

Authentic language 4 Fully owned, unmediated language

Authentic language 5 Language indexing personal authenticity

Authentic language 6 Language indexing authentic cultural membership



Theoretical approach

Language Ideologies



Language ideologies

Geeraerts (2003): language ideologies are 
essentially cultural models that have been 
conventionalised to the point that people are 
not aware anymore that they are only dealing 
with models.



Language ideologies

Language ideologies are seen as “sets of beliefs” 
(e.g. Watts 2000, Woolard and Schieffelin 1994) 
or sets of “language myths” (Watts 2000).
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Language ideologies

Language ideologies are seen as “sets of beliefs” 
(e.g. Watts 2000, Woolard and Schieffelin 1994) 
or sets of “language myths” (Watts 2000).

→ Identifying the elements of language ideologies is crucial.

→ Themes
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conceptual metaphors
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And sometimes this happens



Simplicity
seems to promote authenticity of Tok Pisin



Data

What?
Newspaper articles, editorials, letters to the editor, 
official written documents, blog articles and comments

Interviews

When?
Second World War – now

includes the pre-independence phase of PNG

1960s and 70s are crucial in the acceptance of many non-
standard varieties



Papua New Guinea 
Post-Courier, 1972



Some examples

1950s

Towards the end of 
colonialism



Some examples

• UN Visiting Mission, 1953, urged to 
“eradicate” Tok Pisin

• Tok Pisin seen to have “characteristics (…) 
which reflect now outmoded concepts of the 
relationship between indigenous inhabitants 
and immigrant groups” (Report on New Guinea, 1953)



Some examples

“So rudimentary a means of expression causes a 
hobbling, a crippling of the most developed aspects of 
the indigenous mentality.”

French member of the UN Visiting Mission, 1953, quoted in the Sydney Morning Herald and the 
South Pacific Post



Some examples

“It is Government policy to introduce standard English 
as soon as possible, but Pidgin has been used for 
generations as the only common talk between 
peoples divided by scores of different languages.”

Paul Hasluck (Australian Minister for Territories), reaction to the UN criticism, SPP 1953



Some examples

A different view:

Pidgin as “a language in its own right”

One major “reason for survival” of Tok Pisin was the 
“crude simplicity of pidgin”, which made it easy to 
learn.

Sidney J. Baker, philologist, July 1953, Sydney Morning Herald



Some examples

“Pidgin can be regarded as a full, mature language 
only if we expect the natives to settle down to their 
present level of culture.”

“[T]he natives themselves realise their limitations by 
being restricted to pidgin and crave instruction in 
English.”

Reaction to Sidney Baker’s article, letter to the editor, July 1953, Sydney Morning Herald



Some examples

“To most people (…) it would be hard to envisage any 
future for the incongruous violations of the principles 
of even simple English that pass in New Guinea as a 
language. At the very limits of toleration it could be 
conceded that Pidgin has a place as a make-shift (…).”

“Hundreds of natives in Papua speak pure English 
extremely well (…). The result is that Papuans have a 
tremendous advantage over their fellow-countrymen 
in New Guinea.”

Editorial in the South Pacific Post, 1953



Two contrasting ideologies

[Tok Pisin is simple; this reflects Melanesian culture; 
Tok Pisin is ‘violated’ English; English is the language of 

liberation]

[Tok Pisin is simple; but it is a language on its own; it 
serves well as a lingua franca across the country]

anti-colonialist vs. functionalist ideology?



Some examples

1970s

Nationhood and unity



1970s

• Around independence in 1975, Tok Pisin, together 
with English and Hiri Motu, had been established as 
a major lingua franca.

• Used in parliament, radio and one newspaper



Some examples

“If the language is properly to fulfil its rôle in the new 
functions into which it has recently been elevated (…), 
it is imperative that it be standardised without much 
delay. Its vocabulary especially needs to be expanded 
and enriched in accordance with the nature and 
character of the language.”

Stephen A. Wurm, Hemisphere 1974



Some examples

“I am beginning to detest the word ‘unity’. Not 
because I don’t believe in unity. I do. But most of those 
who use the word in Papua New Guinea equate it 
with ‘uniformity’. I believe in unity. I will fight with my 
last breath against uniformity.”

Percy Chatterton, missionary, politician and columnist, Pacific Islands Monthly
1973



Some examples

Chatterton appreciated “the possibilities of Pidgin as a 
medium for creative writing”, but thought it pointless 
to make the language “an adequate vehicle for 
transacting the business of a nation caught up willy-
nilly in the complexities of the 20th century world.”



Link between standardised language and 
efficient performance in highly complex world

Link between non-standard or standardless 
langauge and poetry

Same ideologies we find in Western 
metalinguistic discourse (Geeraerts 2003)?

























→ Competition between English and Tok Pisin

→ Competition between Pidgin and local langauges









→ Local languages endangered because of Tok Pisin

→ But Tok Pisin is endangered, too









Some examples

Today

Tok Pisin in a globalised 
world



Some examples

“We cannot allow ourselves to be – what did the Bible say? – the 
country of Babel or whatever they call it, where everyone speaks 
his own version of Tok Pisin.”

“There are more Tok Pisin speakers in this country (…) than any 
other language, even English. (…) Let’s write books, stories for 
that readership. Otherwise we are failing our people.”

“Hopefully we get some standardisation in place, so that way we 
monitor, if you wish, the development of our language.”

BM, interview 2014



Some examples
“We continue to bastardise both English and Tok Pisin in our
search for more words to fit into our modern Tok Pisin.”

MD, blog comment 2013, PNG Attitude

“Tok Pisin works well in shared contexts, but can be difficult
when expressing concepts because it is difficult to be precise
and concise. But this kind of ambiguity is a useful trait in poetry
(…) The most important point about using Tok Pisin is that it is
uniquely Melanesian. (…)”

MD, blog article 2013, PNG Attitude

“It feels better to people to be able to speak Tok Pisin. There’s a 
better sense of ownership of that language, because we’re 
creating it as we go along.”

MD, interview 2014



We still find…

• language-culture equation from ‘anti-colonialist 
ideology’ (though, is it, really?)

• idea that Tok Pisin needs to be standardised

• fear that standardless Tok Pisin is not functional

→The idea that Tok Pisin is a simple language is hardly 
ever questioned – because it has been deployed as an 
argument for and against the use of Tok Pisin.



PNG nationalism

simplicity + expression of Melanesian culture + 
functional in national communication

→ authentic, high-status variety
(focus on cultural and oral production)

simplicity + expression of culture + disfunctional
for international positioning

→ authentic, low-status variety
(focus on educational and written production)



Conclusion

Continuing authentication of Tok Pisin through a growing sense
of ownership, langaugehood and geographical rootedness.

But status?

Similar to the Milroys’ (1999) distinction between covert and
overt prestige of a language, i.e. solidarity and status. BUT not
the same.

→ Tok Pisin has a very high status, but only in certain domains.



Discussion

If we want to investigate the effects that language ideologies
have on the status or authenticity of a variety, there are three
issues we need to address. We need to establish 1) how we
identify language ideologies, i.e. what elements they consist of
and how we find these elements in discourse/ texts, 2) how we
categorise and define langauge ideologies (in order to make the
analysis reproducable), and 3) how we determine the actual
impact of the individual elements and and the sum of these
elements on abstract concepts such as status and authenticity.



Thank you very much for your attention
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Appendix



• Less legitimised
• Non-standard variety
• Covert prestige

• More legitimised
• Local standard variety
• Overt prestige

Dialect Project
(Laura Tresch)

New Zealand English

Estuary English
Southeast England

Creole Project
(Christoph Neuenschwander)

Tok Pisin
Papua New Guinea

Hawai‘i Creole



Qualitative study

Implications:

 Media discourse is not representative of people's beliefs

 Data sampling is not representative – but typical

 Aim of the project is not to describe the dominance or 
prevalence of certain ideologies in public discourse, but the 
description of the ideologies themselves
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Authenticity Status

Effects of language 
ideological debates in 
public metalinguistic 
discourse/ processes
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Authenticity Status

? ? ? ? language ideologies

themes: beliefs/ myths, 
cultural models, topoi, 
conceptual metaphors

effects/ processes

metapragmatic 
commentary/ ideological 
production (Philips 2000)
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